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S O LD !

DMG Brokerage recently sold 1763 Commonwealth Avenue in Brighton. We had multiple
cash offers and we have many buyers looking for their next project. Please call us at
781.591.3232 (ask for George Agrimanakis or george@dmgbrokerage.com / Dan Gardner
or dan@dmgbrokerage.com), if you have a property you are looking to sell so we can
get you the highest value for your property, we have a large number of stable buyers.
CONFIDENTIALITY & DISCLAIMER
The information contained in the following Offering Memorandum is proprietary and strictly confidential. It is intended to be reviweed only by the party receiving it from DMG Brokerage and should not be made
available to any other person or entity without the written consent of DMG Brokerage. This Offering Memorandum has been prepared to provide summary, unverified information to prospective purchasers, and to
establish only a preliminary level of interest in the subject property. The information contained herein is not a substitute for a thorough due diligence investigation. Castles Commerical has not made any investigation,
and makes no warranty or representation. The information in the Offering Memorandum has been obtained from sources deemed reliable; however DMG Brokerage has not verified and will not verify any of the
information contained herein, nor has Castles Commerical conducted any investigation regarding the accuracy or completeness of the information provided. All potential buyers must take appropriate measure to verify
all the information set forth herein.
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DAN GARDNER | DAN@DMGBROkERAGE.COM | C: 617.416.8588
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